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drawn 
madder, cochineal, quebracho, weld, logwood, indigo, wool, tourniquet tape, metal fasteners 
 
a record and memory of tests. 

2017 

 
happy birthday, mom 
my clothes and pillowcase, thread, a chair i had to bring 
 
the installation is reflective of my experience as a student with disabilities attending saic. there’s a lack of                  

conversation and accommodations to adequately support these students. in particular i found the bfa show               

process deeply rooted in ability – from strict mandatory deadlines, ambiguous and chaotic space claim               

and little to no installation help. for me, quilts elicit comfort and soft supportive strength, something i felt i                   

needed at this time to be able to show work. my mother is also a source of support, but the nature of my                       

disabilities force me to choose schoolwork over maintaining relationships often. i was not able to attend or                 

make the gift (a quilt) i wanted to for my mother’s 50th birthday and have always felt guilty about it.                    

the quilt was a surprise during opening night when my parents flew in from new jersey. 

2017 

  
symptomatic 
fabric, hand appliqué, wood 
 
symptomatic is a series of hand appliquéd protest banners focusing on statements that address the lived                

experience of illness and disability. by employing traditional sewing skills and hanging methods such as               

wall mounts and freestanding poles, i invoke salient legacies of suffragette and labor union protest               

banners to confront a present day inequity. historically, women sew banners as agents for change and to                 

empower maligned groups. symptomatic heightens visibility to disabilities that are frequently invisible,            

empowering myself and my community who are fighting for inclusion, compassion, and care in an               

able-bodied world. 

2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://jilliansantora.com/symptomatic-2017/
https://jilliansantora.com/drawn/
http://jberner.com/
https://jilliansantora.com/happybirthdaymom/
https://jilliansantora.com/symptomatic-2017/
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who? 
a t-shirt from the art institute of chicago's gift shop, women artists' signatures from the art institute of                  
chicago's permanent collection, embroidery, sequins 
 

when i first moved to chicago in 2014 to attend School of the Art Institute of Chicago and visited the Art                     

Institute of Chicago, i was dumbfounded to see this t-shirt in the gift shop. the t-shirt, designed in the                   

1980s, celebrated 80 artists represented in their collection through each person’s signature. all were male               

except for one, Mary Cassatt. how was this t-shirt still being sold? i knew for a fact there were women                    

artists in their collection. i roamed the halls and took note of them. i superimposed through embroidery                 

women artists signatures or iconic works in the AIC’s permanent collection in order to right the wrong. As                  

of August 10, 2017, this t-shirt is still being sold despite a vague assurance buyers were ‘searching for more                   

opportunities to feature more shirts with female artists in the shop.’  

2015 

  
safety net 
yarn, trimmings, my head, my home 
 
safety net is a site specific, large scale weaving responding to my home and my poor mental health. i am                    

continually looking to make things softer because i am soft. a natural extension of such care was to make                   

my home a soft place, by wrapping and weaving the industrial staircase which connects my living space                 

and basement studio. the works lives with me and settles naturally from use.  

2017 

 

daily tasks 
cotton, bleach 
 
a domestic banner and rag. 
2016 
 

river 
toile, silk, thread 
 
a book about grief and guilt. 
2016 
 

bitchcraft, candied, giddy up 
house paint, canvas, thread 
 

plumb the intersections of domesticity, gender, and chronic illness. 

2014 

https://jilliansantora.com/river/
https://jilliansantora.com/dailytasks/
https://jilliansantora.com/safetynet/
https://jilliansantora.com/bitchcraft/
https://jilliansantora.com/who/
http://jberner.com/
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one way 

yarn, cta brown line  
 
i used a slow and old technique of knitting called naalbinding as a record of the passing of time. if i                     

wasn’t knitting, i would have been anxious and wasted that time doing something on my phone during                 

my daily commute. when you slide your hand through the sleeve, you feel it.  

2016 

 

ancient bruises 
fabric from friends, acquaintances, and saic alumni 
 
https://sites.saic.edu/repeat150/artist/jillian-santora/ 
2016 
 
 
 
 

http://jberner.com/
https://jilliansantora.com/oneway/
https://sites.saic.edu/repeat150/artist/jillian-santora/
https://jilliansantora.com/ancient-bruises/

